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Misery Miner

THE BLACK
HOLE OF

MISSOURI

Black Hole University Missouri-Rolla
The Miner Staff slips further into the VOID!!!

<S . U M. R ) .

Kidnappers plans "shot down"

Industry threat foiled
By CHRIS NOONAN

I

Students eaten'

cards.

Professor Plumber, head
of the Computer Center, said
the students' remains were
translated into long strings
of bit patterns and spooled
indefinitely on the input
queue.

Three Compo Sci. 73
students and a nuclear
engineering major were
SUddenly swallowed whole
by the card reader in the hall
of the Compo Sci. basement.

Due to slow turn-around
time. The exact fate of the
unfortunate victims will
remain a mystery for some
time.

By KEN HARDY
Several students met an
untimely end last week when
the UMR computer tired of
its regular fare of punched

It has been known for quite
some time that industry has
been hiring professors away
from
the
country's
universities. In this endeavor, Big Business has
been moderately successful
on most campuses. This is
due to the fact that corporations have stooped to
offering higher salaries and
better fringe benefits than
colleges can afford.
Fortunately, for UMR,
these underhanded tactics
have not· been as successful.
Apparently this disturbed
one
corporation,
The
Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Corporation, so much that it
sent one of its renowned
blimps to Rolla to obtain a
few
professors
as
specimens. An attempt
would then be made to
discover what motivates
these educators, if not greed
(or, as industry likes to
phrase it, "personal gain") .
The Board of Curators of
the University of Missouri
had received word, through
their collegiate espionage
ring (which · is just like an
industrial espionage ring,
only different), that such an
attempt would be made.
In response to this threat
to
Rolla's
educational
community, the Curators
ordered that SAMANTHA
(Shoots At Mean And Nasty
Things High in the Air) be
brought up to full power.
SAMANTHA is UMR's
ground-to-air
defense

system. The business end of
this unique system is the
~arabolic reflector on the
roof of the Curtis Laws
Willson Library. In times of
peace and tranquility this
facility is just an antenna for
communication with other
parts of the world through a
telecommunication
with
other parts of the world
through
a
telecommunications satellite.
It has been rumored that
the antenna is for the
Chancellor's home video
system :ind also that it is for
the triggering and initial
telemetry
of
an
intercontinental
ballistic
missile which is stored in a
silo under the Hockey Puck.
'these rumors have yet to be

proved.
The stated purpose for the
blimp'S presence in Rolla
was that it was passing
through on its way to Notre
Dame to provide televised
aerial shots of a football
game. But this ploy fooled no
one.
When the "America," one
of Goodyear's four blimps.
arrived over Rolla for its
devious mission, it was
confronted by SAMANTHA.
Normally the SAMANTHA
system might not have been
powerful enough to fight off
this attacker, but the
Chancellor was ordered to
disconnect his television,
and the ICBM's nuclear
material was placed in the
UMR reactor which was

added to the system's power
supply.
In its confrontation, the
blimp
was
severely
damaged when SAMANTHA
let loose a beam of almost
pure energy. This apparently wiped out most of
the
blimps
control
mechanisms. The craft was
allowed. as a gesture of good
will, to land at Vichy
National Airport for some
hasty repairs.
In an effort to preserve
some credibility the blimp
did go to Notre Dame. This
was obviously a last minute
arrangement.
We have since received
word that Notre Dame is
missuig
two
tenured
professors.

University Mall construction to begin soon
Jess
Stink,
Ox-Scent
Enterprises
manager,
revealed Monday, during a
Private interview with this
reporter, plans for a new
University Shopping Mall
WhIch will be known as the
U-Mall. "What we propose is
to enclose the Quadrangle
between the Student Union
and the Library and then
sUbdivide it into stories and
~fflce space."
The plan originated, aceordlng to Jess, when
eotnputer projections in-

dicated
that
office
requirements would soon out
strip
available
space.
"Computer
projections
showed that we couldn't
meet our requirements past
1984 even if we did away with
students and class rooms,
which was our original
plan."
Also Sighted was poor
current utilization of the
land involved. "Students
don't really utilize this space
to any advantage. Our plan,
however, will make every

inch
economically
productive within a few
years."
Plans call for the construction to be financed
through general bonds and
an increase in students
activity
fees.
"Every
student will pay and every
student will own a share, a
share in the financial future
of this school. "
"Our plans have been
furthered by intense competition for the student
dollar. UMR and the town of

.Kulla .......Uit:Ll.t.J.) "'vHt

~tudenl

revenues about. fifty-fifty.
We'd like to see this approach seventy-thirty in the
longer term."
Preposed shops for the
Mall are to be built around
this central theme of total
student needs.
"Also we feel that we can
help UMR to retain top
faculty and administrative
personnel by giving them
first crack at the new
space." Space is to be leased
associated with the system.

Should they leave the
university they will be
forced
to
sell
their
"establishment" back to the
University at only a small
profit. Then such space
would be made available to
the other employees. "I
myself have purchased the
space to construct my own
'U-Laundry-Mat." It was illy
wife's idea she said, "Honey,
you've been cleaning up for
years." Right then I knew I
had to do it. Besides we
figure we can staff the place

with members of the Chinese
student association and
make a bundle."
Several
student
organizations
have
also made commitments to
lease space. KMNR has
purchased the rights to the
U-Bookstore and Headshop.
" F .G.Walters is opening
a store called, I Believe,
"Walters Video World."
"Mr. White and the rest of
the financial aids depart(See U-Mall, Page 4)

MISERY MINER

UMR student wins Noble prize in Physics
SOURCE:PBI
Last Tuesday, it was
announced in Stockholm,
Sweden, that William Miner,
a UMR Senior (but freshman
by
hours)
in
Civil
Engineering,
has
been
awarded the 1980 Noble
Prize in Physics for his
English 1 paper, "Parallel
Universes:
They
Do
Exist!!!"
According to Bill, his
discovery, which has had a
revolutionary impact on the
physics world, was made
totally by accident.
"I was sitting on the bed in
my room at the dorm (Bill is
a resident at the Quad's
Kelly Hall) trying to think of
some BS topiC for my
English Ilaper, when a friend
called
from
Southwest
(Missouri State University).
He said he had heard I was
going to be kicked out of
UMR once and for all, and
that I should come down to

SMSU where I could raise
my cumulative from a 0.39 to
a 3.99 in a semester or two.
He said that the hardest
course they had to take was
underwater basketweaving
and then I asked him if it was
any easier than fluids.
Anyway, after he had told
me about the blonde and the
wild party, he had to go, so
we said goodbye and I hung
up. "
Bill continued, "While I
was walking back to my
room, I saw a couple 4.0
nerds in the TV room
watching this series called
"Cosmos" with that guys
who's always on the Tonight
Show, Carl Sagan. Anyway
he was talking about Einstein, relativity, and black
holes, and then mentioned
that black holes could be
pathways to a parallel
universe. That's when it hit
me. My squirrelly English
teacher couldn't know a darn
thing
about
parallel

universes, so it would be the
perfect subject to BS about. "
Miner went on "Anyway,
I wrote the big long technical
paper about the existence of
parallel universes and how
UMR and SMSU must be
parallel universes because
of how opposite everything is
down there. I mean, just go
down there for a weekend
and see what it is like to be
thought of as only a 'sexobject.' What a way to go!!!
Anyway, my teacher really
bought my line of bull and
gave me an 'A Plus' on the
paper. But instead of giving
the paper back, she sent it to
a friend of hers who is a
professor in Physucks, and
he said that I must be a
'genius.' Boy was I shocked
because the last time a
professor called me that was
when I succeeded to get a
score of -10 percent on a
Math 2 test."
William went on and on,

"Anyway, he said that it was
a brilliant work in modern
theoretical physics and I
must submit to the Noble
prize people and get it
published as soon as
possible. To make a short
story longer (Koenig and
Oakes aren't the only ones'
paid by the inch.) I got this
letter in the mail Monday
that said I had won the Noble
Prize in Physics for 1980. At
first I thought it was a joke,
but then I saw it on TV and
knew it was true! "
. So William Miner will be
leaving in January to attend
the official ceremony. As far
as what he was going to do
with the $50,000 prize, Bill
said he was thinking about
sponsoring a "Bill Miner
Party Weekend" in the
spring with free kegs of Bud
until the money runs out. But
first, Bill said he had a
couple of LARGE debts to
payoff.

Freshman disappearance still unexplained
By LAURA BENDER
A long and tiring search
ended
early
Saturday
morning after a freshman at
UMR, whose name was not
disclosed, was -(ound curled
up, sitting in a corner of the
closet in his dorm room. He

II

had been missing for 31;"
weeks. The first person to
notice his disappearance
was his Computer Science 73
T.A., after not receiving the
student's third, fourth, or
fifth program nor appearing
to take the first exam.
The freshman's room-

WALTER'S
VIDEO WORLD

mate, Jack Daniels, was in
the same class. Jack
received a phone call from
the missing boy's parents.
They came down' to Rolla,
and with the help of UMRpolice, a full scale search
began.
The T.A. suggested that
the
distribution
center
should be checked for
program No.3, the program
he was last seen working on.
A student at the distribution
desk told the police that "he
picked up his program,
looked at it, screamed, and
threw it back at me. "
When the T.A. looked at
the program he discovered
the cause for the outburst.
The program contained 107
errors, 51 warnings, and 12
extensions.
This led to suspecting the
disappearance
being
a
result of ultra frustration
and mass confusion. Last
year a student with similar
symptoms was found under
a keypunch-folded, stapled,
and multilated. Another
student was found in an
infinite do-loop. The police
no longer suspected a kidnapping.
'
A psychic was called in to
try and help find the student.

UMR Barber Shop
Specializing in the B.K. Look
a'n d the Veto Look
Try our Ronald ReaganThe cut for a new age

But everytime she tried to
concentrate, she could only
picture a jumbled stack of
data cards.
'
The
authorities
were
puzzled and stumped. The
trail of punch cards and the
trail of ticker tape were dead
ends. It was feared that he
had become a member of the
WATFIVCult.
The WATFIV Cult is a
group of Com Sci 73 students,
many taking the course for
the sixth time, who assemble
and chant the "Frank G.
Walters tapes."
The freshman was not to
be found among the problem
solvers.
Two weeks had passed
since his disappearance. All
things pointed to the fact
that the computer had eaten
him and his job card (which
was also missing) .
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Above is one of the diagrams' included in Bill
Miner's Noble winning paper.

We,
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SUB Scriptures

As some students know
SUB (Scripture utilization
Bureau) is a group of concerned students who believe
that religion and college go
together like salt and sugar.
We, the member of SUB, try
to provide religious inspiration for the poor souls
living in Rolla, the Black
Hole of Missouri.
In our continuing series of
helping to educate the
students in the Word, this
week we will be reviewing
Fr. Guido Sarducci's liberal
interpretation of the TEN
Commandments for college
students. Here is Fr. Sar:
ducci's list:
1) Thou ist only one Lord,
thy God, who ist all good and
all powerful and you shalt
not put thine professors
above him.
2) Thou shalt not use thy
name of the Lord, thy
Chancellor, in vain.

I

3) Thou shalt not call
Sunday
Tuesday
by
believing It is Monday to get
out of the Sabbath.
4) Thou shalt honor thy
professor as he is old and
senile.
5) Thou shalt not kill, even
those who scope off of you
and get a higher grade.
6)Thou shalt not commit
"F".
7) Thou shalt not steal
thine neighbor's test.
8) Thou shalt not lie in
thine bed when thou hast
class.
9) Thou shalt not covet
thine neighbor's files.
10) Thou shalt not covet
thine neighbor's Busch.
Well there you have it. If
you have any comments,
drop us a line at "SUB
Scriptures" care of the
Miner.
NEXT WEEK'S TOPIC:
The mM 370: A gift
GOD or the Devil?

Feeling Like Killing
Yourself!!!
EAT AT

Dumbley's
F,ied Chicken
"Indispensably Del icious"
Next to the University Mortuary
In the U-Mall
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Queen Candidates~

SISTER TERRESIA
MCLINTY

MEG "THE RACK"MCGUllJ

The Shuman Center is
proud to nominate Sister
Terresia McClinty for the
honor of Miner Queen. The
sister has a long history of
selfless work with the
mentally ill and should be
ideally qualified to work
with your staff.

The members of Kappa Nu
Wave decided to put up our
idea of a futuristic Miner
Queen. Our lady of the " punk
times" is a freshman in
aerospace engineering who's
extracurricular
activities
are too numerous to mention. We will say that this
blue-haired attraction is the
type of girl you'll never
forget. With her robot grace
and her monotone voice she
can mesmerize all.

MELINDA MORGANSTERN
The UMR Agricultural Melinda is the Aggie
association presents our Sweetheart and we feel
candidate for Miner Queen represents the best in UMR
Melinda
Morgonstern.
co-eds.

WHAT MINER QUEEN IS ALL ABOUT
RE.AILE "MATA" HAIRI
We, of the Foreign
Association of Yentl Worshipers, believe that "Mata"
Hairi exemplifies all the
qualities a Miner Queen
should. Mata is a sophomore
enrolled
in
mining
engineering and hails from
Nepal. Sbe wishes to return
to Nepal "where I can belp
my people dig holes for
themselves ... "
Besides
being dedicated to the furtherance of her. "people",
Mata enjoys sunbathing and
brushing her hair. We are
sure that you will vote for
this stunning blond with the
mysterious eyes.
YOUNAMEIT
The Association of Intra
Brain Astronauts is proud to
present our candidate. She is
extremely active in PCP,
MDA and LSD and should be
well equipped to represent
the Miner. Unfortunately,
we have been unable to
discover her name, but we
feel this is no handicap.

The he-men of Iota Dun Loungewear and works as a
Beta have the privilege of beauty oPerator. We feel
having entered a "shoe-in" that this svelte clothes horse
candidate, Manura Com- ' is the epitome of a true
poste. Manura is a real Miner Queen fresh out of the
"down-to-earth" candidate closet. We hope you will
from Peculiar, Mo., where agree.
she models Homemaker

This year each campus organization
nominated an animal, vegetable or mineral
which attends UMR to compete for the title of
Miner Queen. On October 31, these things and
the Miner staff had a get-acquainted-and - sick
tea in the beautiful office of the Miner so that
that editors could personally meet each and
every candidate.
Now it is the student's turn to make a decision
on which, who or what should be Miner Queen.
Each UMR student is asked to vote for the five
things which he does NOT think deserve the
honor (or dishonor) of being "Miner Queen 1980" and to drop their selection off at the Miner
office in Building t-l. by November 10.
In order to prevent the block voting problems
involved in previous campus-wide elections, the
Miner has come up with a unique solution to the
problem. After November 10, the results of the
balloting will be tablulated. The thing which has
received the least number of votes will be named
Miner Queen. In the event of a tie, the winner of a
coin tossed will be named first runner up and the
loser of the toss will become the new Miner
Queen.
The Miner Queen will receive several prizes
for winning the title. First of all, it will receive a
dinnel" for two at McChellows plus a different
paper sack to be worn over the head for every
day of the week for the University food store.
Also the queen will receive a life time subscriptio
to the BUMR Engineer magazine. Finally the
Queen will be given a special guest spot in an
upcoming "Joe-Bill Miner" column.

ELKEHOLIC
The brothers of Sickma woods. She also consider:.
Rau are happy to present herself a "party animal",
their Miner Queen can- and has enjoyed many party
didate, Elite HoUc. Elite is a weekends at the Sickma Rau
member of EZ Sorority at house (almost as much as we
Cape Girardeau, where she enjoyed having her) . We feel
is a senior recreation major. that Elite's bright eyes and
Sbe is quite an "out- bushy tail will make any
dciorsey" adventurer that Miner's borns grow.
feels quite at home in the

GLORIA PANDERwn.T

The Sisters of Kenzo
Laurent Blass present one of
our outstanding sisters as
our Miner Queen candidate
for 1980. Gloria Panderwilt is
Kenzo L's social chairman
and is an active little sister
of Izod Gucci Klein. Besides
being busy with these activities she has also had the
honors of being " Pickle
Week" Queen and "Artichoke Festival" Queen.
But these honors mean
nothing compared to the
honor of being Miner Queen.
Kenzo L. sincerely believes
that
this
brunette
sophisticate would grace any
competition with style.

:..r.-~"....

The Association of Israeli
students is greatly pleased to
be able to nominate Prince
Haseed Ob'Scene as
candidate. We feel
deserves this "honor" and
all that goes with it more
than anyone we know .

MISS FEE-FEE LAFIRM

We the men of Tappa
Clappa Zappa (house of
wine, women, and song) are
proud to present Miss FeeFee LaFirm our candidate
for Miner Queen. Fee-Fee is
an active senior majoring in

undecided engineering. She
is active whenever possible
and has always dreamed of
being a "queen". We feel she
is a natural choice for Miner
Queen.

;
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Cheap Food-Slightly Used
from Rayl Cafeteria
Buy Your Food At

•
•••

The Ballad of

Bob Koenig

What shall I call him,
said his mom with a smile.
I' ll call him Bob,
at least for a while.
Bob really did grow,
and that put a strain,
not on his body,
but Instead on his brain.
He started school,
but not right away.
Not cause he's st~id
but because he was gay.
Bob's not really gay,
that's only a rumor.
I just made it up,
to add some more humor.
After all, (you remember! )
I get paid by the inch.
Did you hear that, Bob,
you son of a btnch I
Now, back to the story,
Its not over yet.
It doesn't get better,
on that you can bet.

It's really amazing,
I keep getting side-tr acked.
So let's do it some more,
fac t by fact.

Are you still reading?
It's your decision.
Cause from here on out,
it's all repetition.

Bob took up writing,
to get some respect.
But that plan back-fired,
and now he's pen-pecked.

What was his purpose?
Who was his dad?
His mom didn't want him,
but the law said too bad.

"Bonzo Journalism,"
that was the name.
It got him no glory,
and certainly no fame.

The poems almost over,
I think I should quit.
It's no longer 'bout Bob,
that big idiot.

Now he writes Itnes ;
just to see how he's doing.
But the readers out there
are constantly bootng.

Bob's gonna get me,
just give him some time.
I needed that verse,
to make this line ryhme.

Come on Bob!
Mr. IlliterataIly-Graced.
If you don't get it right
You'll be getttng replaced.
This poem ain't just over,
it dies only with age.
If they set the type right,
you'll be turning the page:

So let's end it here,

and head to the Bar.
There's plenty of beer,
and it can't be too far!
Oh, what the hell,
let's keep it alive.
I was just kidding,
I'm so full of jive.

ment have pooled their
resources tn order to open
the UMR Pawnshop. They
project huge profits on
calculators alone. "
In order to "go after" the
student fast food business,
which is currently fueled by
Ox-Scent Interprises food
business, a "McChellows"
will be among the first stores
constructed. Also a Dumbley's Fried Chicken, "It's
Indispensably Delicious", is
planned.
Businesses designed to
provided stress relief tnclude the " Cut Your Test
Lounge" and the "University Adult Bookstore."
" And the interest of fair
competition OPI has also
plans to open a laundry-mat.
Everybody get's a shot from
us."
Quite a few other stores
are planned, and will be
announced at a later date.
"Because the bustnessmen
will be leaSing directly from
the university they will not
be paying local taxes. In
order to keep things fair we
will be charging a university
surcharge that will go
towards the University
Center Deficit. Our plans
also
include
continued
growth in the deficit. A
strong deficit growth rate is
key to our plans ...
This reporter wishes to

from page 1
thank Mr. Stink for this
exclusive tnterview and his
kind cooperation. I personally am sure that all true
UMR students will want to

support
our
teacbers.
Especially as Parker Hall is
gotng to issue tickets, to be
validated in the stores, good
towards graduatlon.

Unclassifiables
For Sale : One slightly worn out Koenig wind-up doll, doesn't require
batteries, has many inches left in it for which the Miner charges 35
cents an inch to print.
Call Mary, 55S-1234
Wanted : 1 pair of feet, in good condition, to replace the pair I wore
out at the Superdance. Call Donna at 555-0666.
Lost: Eyesight, while at SEMO. If found call Ted at 321-1111.
Cathy - Yes, you! I Wish all the SMC Chicks a Happy November
Fools! This is a lot better than writing letters and the postage is
already paid.
For Sale - One presidential candidate. SUghtiy use mind, but high
mileage mouth. Complete set of tried, but untrue promises included.
Batteries extra.
Call Bill, 437-1984
For Sale: Used bricks, pellicans, cantaloupes, rabbits and assorted
canes. Call 631-5451.
Wanted to trade: One 1963 electric shoe purifier for a 1970 neon
scum scraper. Call 631-SOOO.
Want to buy/trade/steal: One diesel popcorn popper. Call anytime
before today at 237-ll106.
Wanted: One palr of elevator shoes that go down.
Needed to donate: A turntable that doesn't skip wben bumped
lightly. For APO Superdance 1981. Contact KCLU.
Yes! You, too, can join the LUNMAM (Let Us Nominate Marilyn to
Allce Movement). If interested contact P.B. at the Miner office.
The philosophy major of UMR is holding aT-shirt design contest.
First prize is $SO. All enterees must be in before he graduates.

I

If nothing else,

Bob took up writtng,
he thought he could wtz'em!
But as it turned out,
it's just plagerism.

you can use the "Miner"
For a versatile,
cat box liner.

Who wrote this poem?
Was It written for jokes?
One thtng for certatn,
it wasn't AI Oakes!

you can roll it up.
And if that pooch does it
wrong,
smack the damn pup.

Bob entered Rolla,
a school of engtneers.
What their lacking tn girls
they make up with beers.

This poem was written,
just to fill space.
But, true, it was needed,
to save Marilyn's face.

Gee, Bob, I'm sorry,

Mary Ford doesn't like it,
but thats just to bad.
It's filling up space,
and that makes her glad.

this had to be done.
This job doesn't pay much,
but I sure do have fun.

The Miner Inn

U-Mall

Located in the beautiful U-Mall

What was his purpose?
Who was his dad?
His mom didn't want him ,
but the law said too bad.
He could walk at age one,
and talk at age three.
But when would he write we'll just let that be.

~

Come to
••
••
* Lowest Prices on Campus *
••
Located behind McChellows in the U-Mall
!••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

University Used
Food Store

By Bill Miner

Need a place to crash after a rough test

....

If that doesn't work,

That verse you just read;
it wasn't too hot.
If I'm gonna stay ahead,
I'd better stop!
So ends the ballad,
of big Bob Koenig
And wouldn't ya' know it,
nothtng
rhymes
with
Koenig!

BK's Bunkhouse
Hotel

Drugs & Rock & Roll

The UHead
Shop
(We Specialize in the Atomic Bong)

&
KMNR Record
Store
Located HIGH Above the campus in the U-Mall

Hourly Rates During the Day
The Famous 20 minutes specials on Tuesdays & Thursdays
Next to University Adult Bookstore in the U-Mall

lCUZ

~.~

•••
•••
•••
•••
••
:
••••
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What's My Crime

New game show comes to Rolla

,

By MARY FORD
One of the hottest game
shows to come along in a
long time has the distinction
of being hosted in, you
guessed it, Rolla, Mo.! This
game show is, to quote Fred
Silverman, "A pioneering
effort to reach the 17-24 age
audience by doing the same
thing for the game show
circuit that 'Animal House'
did for the movie industry."
In fact the new game show,
"What's My Crime?" has a
rather bizarre twist in the
"Animal House" genre. It is
a game show based on the
college students' constant
battle against academic and
scholastic probation in order
to reap the many profits of
graduation. After an extensive talent search, B. K.
Robertson,
Dean
of
Students, was awarded the
honors of host. "It was felt
that B. K. was the natural for
knowledge of the subject and
his obvious enthusiasm.

wore

Chancellor Marchello was a
close contender before he
changed his P.R. strategy,
but we have retained his
services as a substitute host
even so, due to his previous
experience,"
Silverman
whispered confidingly.
The network's advertising
excerpt from a taped game
show went somewhat like
this:
B. K. - "O.K., Darlene,
your sorority was having an
ice cream social for pledges
when one pledge fell in
Schuman pond while supposedly "chasing" a duck.
She subsequently contracted
pneumonia while receiving
treatment at the infirmary
for a scraped knee. Our
panel will conduct an investigation to see if this was
a hazing incident and you
will have a chance to defend
your sorority."
Darlene - "The pledge
has a notorized statement
right here saying that the
incident was innocent and

Grand
Opening

U
ntest.

The only student's discount
store on campus.

..............
!• Need !•
:• Money? :•
: The Financial :
~

: Aid Pawn Shop:

~

R

B. K. Robertson, Dean of Students, in cooperation with "What's
My Crime?"'s producers, has already chosen the contestants for
the first couple of shows. Above is shown some of those lucky few
who have been chosen for this honor.
(Photo by Gieseke)

Chancellor's house to receive more wolk
The Chancellor's house completion of the house in
has been undergoing a series 1883. This picture is
of renovations in an effort to highlighted by the moat
restore it to original con- which surrounds the building
ditions. These renovations complete with a drawbridge
have been made to comply connected to the front walk.
with Paragraph 3625 of From the frothing water in
Section IV of the Statutes of the photograph, it is
the Board of Curators which assumed that the moat was
states " the residence of the filled with either imported
Chancellor of the University Amazon piranhas or manof Missouri of Rolla must eating alligators from the
forever be maintained so as Florida everglades. An into honor the work of the depth study is being conoriginal architect." It seems ducted at this time by a
that Mrs. Applebaum, wife subcommittee
of
the
to
of the Chancellor in 1938, Academic
Council
overlooked this regulation determine whether piranhas
and had the house remodeled or alligators were used to
to meet her specifications. protect Chancellor's houses
The rule was again brought at major universities during
to the attention of the Board the 188Os. The original
of Curators in the spring of purpose of the moat, it is
1964 and thus renovations thought, was to maintain the
have been carried out as privacy of the Chancellor's
quickly as possible since this residence.
time to restore the house to
Chancellor Marchello was
its original state of art.
concerned at first with the
Recently, however, a high cost of feeding the
picture has surfaced which animals but this dilemma
was taken shortly after was solved by a decision to

~

•

:
•
:
•

only due to lack of coordination and intelligence. I
don't see how-"
B. K. - "Well ... Darlene,
I'm afraid that you won't
have a chance at that $24,000
job offer this time. The panel
has decided that it was a
flagrant hazing and you get
to spin the wheel to see how
many privileges will be
taken away while you and
your sorority are on social
probation. "
. Fred Silverman concluded
at the end of the sample
screening, "We, here at the
network believe that this will
turn B. K. into a celebrity
kindoflike 'J.R.' in 'Dallas'.
So, my fellow UMR attendees, stay tuned for more
of "What's My Crime?"
hosted by B. K. Robertson, if
you dare risk it.

We offer top $$$$$'s on
calculators, books,...
Next to McChellow's in
U-Mall

:
•
:
•

..............~

Lookin' For
Your Favorite

Magazines
Playboy

QU I

Penthouse

Hustler

Plus your favorite Adult Soo ks

utilize food scraps from Rayl
and
Thomas Jefferson
cafeterias.
Student
organizations,
however,
have threatened to file suit
with the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals if this plan is
carried out. As a final note,

Mrs. Marchello expressed
dismay over the fact that she
would no longer be able to go
out the back door to the
garage. The garage addition, however, was not in
the original plans and
demolition is to begin next
week.

The 1,1';'>~
Cut Your

I...

.9&,.

Test
Lounge
If You Haven't Studied
or Had A Rough Night
Relax & think about those poor
fools beating their brains out over
a DUMB Test

Coming Soon in U-Mall

61You deserve the
SHAFT today"

Stop by

University
Adult Book
Store
Coming Soon at No . 5 U-Mall
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Vo/leyba//and soccer underway
VOLLEYBALL RESULTS
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

TKE
'SlgTau
Lambda Chi
DeltaSig
BetaSlg
SlgPi
\'PhlA
PiKA
AEPI
TKE
SigT'lu
KappaMg
MHA W( ,t
CSA
DeltaSlg
BetaSig
Sig?1

2

TJ<E

2

MHAEast
MHAWest
TJHA
APhiA
KappaSlg
Acacia
Wesley
Triangle
BSU
TJHA
. APhiA
MHAEast
Acacia
Theta Xi
BSU
Triangle
AEPI
KappaSig

0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

~~-~---~~~-~;~~
qIa tC (9 .

-,

IDJ1I

.

uOd

HOlrCuls :

u'A~

$5 00

Perm s:

$25°0

IAII
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HAPPY
THANKSGIVING
There's a chili in the
air

Ileqj

Now we know tis
the season

IjXaIl

I'll )0

trrq3J

I

For American
Thanksgiving
And Santa Claus
pleasln'.

Ino

~

IaJJS

2

2'

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Receive a FREE BIG
MAC CARD with
every $5 book of
McDONALD GIFT
CERTIFICATES you
buy in November.

CONGRA!ULA nONS,
McDONALD'S CREW
CHIEF , KIMM BO'EKERI

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0

KA
PhiKap
Wesley
BetaSlg
SlgPi
KappaSig
SlgTau
TKE
FELA
CCH
SlgEp

3

GD!
TJHA
PiKA
BetaSlg
GD!
Acacia
CCH

5

_Shaft
""_ .M"_
--~

.

3
4

2
4

3
3
2
1

3
4
4

5
2

3
3

Saloon

WE NOW
OFFER OUR

rn 1e

~<

1ST ANNUAL UMR HIGH SCHOOL
MARCHING BAND CONTEST
Nov . 15 at 1:00 p .m . at Jackl in Fi eld . Everyone

~

GOLDEN ARCHES CARDS WILL BE
HONORED BY THE MERCHANTS
LISTED BelOW:

THE WHO'S NEW CLUB OF ROllAVOTE ON

CUSTOMERS

View elegant fashions from 16 of Rollo's finest shops
while enjoying hot hors d ' oeuvres , wine , and
cheese,

•

ELECTION

PLAY McDONALD'S $5 .000 ,000
SIL VER ~IN~

1
1
3
0

1
1

2
2

Nov . 15. 10'00 a . m .
el University of
Mo .l Rollo
Practice Fie ld

PIJr.
!II
and

.

Ends ofter Nov . 2S or as long as gome tickets

DAY

last.

NOV. 4TH

Over 5.000.000 in cosh and food prizes . Now Ihru
Nov , 30 , 1980. Anyon e 16 and over can ploy . No
purchase necessary .
,.

CREW BIRTHDAYS

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

Nov. 3·Mel We inbaum Nov . 4· Jim Ross
No ..... 6-Jennifer Flte Nov. 8·Dave Weinbaum
Nov . S-Phyilis Roberson Nov . 8-David Mann
Nov. 17-laurie Smith Nov. 19·James Roberts
No.... 27-Deniue Sandoval

~

2
1
0
1
1
0
0

":30 a.m.-' :30 a.m.

George Walsh Chevrolel · IO ~. Service· Parts . K Mart · Double Value
on coupons advertised in pa pen . Bishop's Clo,hlOg_l0 0/• on reg .
priced merchandise . Commonwealth Theolres ·SO % off lickels .
Genny's House of Fosh i on·lO ~e off . Mike Estey - l0o/• . Miller Pa int
and Gloss·lo be announced . lynch Furniture · lo be announced . Rollo
Slate San k -to be a nnounced . Delails 10 be announ ced by each mer
cha nl .

Counly Jr. Miss Pogeanl.

SANKA OR
HOT TEA ON
OUR MENU.

2

FRESH SANDWICHES
SERVED DAILY

1sl Runner Up in Phe lps

An evening of fo'hion
Tuesday , Nov. 18, 1980 7:30 p . m .
Manor Inn Admission S.c .OO Door Pr izes

0
1

Acacia
MHAEast
Delta Tau
DeltaSlg
Campus
Lambda Chi
FELA
DeltaSig
SlgNu
AEPi
Tech Eng
Newman
Triangle
BSU
Lambda Chi
SigPi
MHAEast
ABS

7

welcome . Admission $1.00 per person .

fljSe

1

2

team In their
bracket, at the Mideastern
championships. Our 17-3-1
record is behind us ; what
lies ahead will determine our
status. The outcome of this
tournament In Bloomington,
Indiana, be it first or second
place, will pave the road to
New York City for the
Eastern Championships. Big
time! Excellent play this
weekend will get them there.

---,:~~::::~:~:~-~~I~-~~~~---I

1laI;)S

2

to~ghest

w ith ,hiS coupon )

p.mq

2

Water polo
(cont. from pg. 9)

Come see: Teresa Frisbie &
Donna Johnson

1110[[11

GD!
Delta Tau
SigEp
CSA
KA
Campus
CCH
SlgNu
Theta Xi

GD!
Newman
ROTC
Campus
Campus
Wesley
SigNu
Lambda Chi
SigEp

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

SOCCER RESULTS
ROTC
PiKapPhi
RHA
1 Newman
PhiKap
CCH
ABS
Tech Eng
ABS
RHA
Delta Tau
Tech Eng
Pi KapPhi
Delta Tau
SlgTau
KA
PiKA
PhlKap

&

.............. "

OM'

U~UM'

.1

Official forms and details a va ilable at both Rollo· St .
Roberl McDon a ld's restaurants . They must be
relurned by Nov, 12, 1980. Everyone who ploys wins.
Program . headed by Pau l McNally·UM R Soccer

UMR INTRAMURALS
MEN'S

We coter 10 all oges . No

Athlete of the Week
Tom Hoffman ,Kappa Sig
8rion Be ss·Compus

fuss! No mu ss! Call us!
341-2180, ask for monoger .

-

Team of the We.k
Beta Sigma Psi
Campus Club

WOMEN 'S

McDonald 's birthday cokes
available lor home part ies .

Cornelio Hecker·Stardusters
Lyn~ !awell·Chi Omega

Star Ousters
Wesley

John Andenon : '" hope
you'll dance with me
tonight. "
Susan Sharp: "Oh ,
c;ertoinly . I hope you don 't
think I come over here
merely for pleasure. "

I " bubble· win 0 bog at
fries . 3" bubble-win a
burger . 5" bubble· win a
breakfast .
6 p .m .-9 p .m .
"McDonald's success is
simple and lust ,
Product and prices thai
cons umers Iru st."

UMR MEAL PLAN

16

SLOGAN NIGHT

17

John Laschober : '" took j "There's more in the middle
that pretty girl from .
of on Egg McMuffin than on
McDonald's home lost nIght
egg in the middle of a
and stole a kiss ."
muffin ."
Bob Hoffman : "What did
she say?"
John : 'WiII Ihal be all?"

Soy it in 2 seconds·win a
bog of frie s.
6 p .m .-9 p .m .
WHISTLER'S NIGHT
Wolf whistle·win a bag of
fries . Whi,tle Dixie· win a
burger .
6 p .m .. 9 p . m ~
"Ther. are 7 ,999 drops of
creamy goodness in OUI
chocolate

'n

~

,hak., ...

•

Get a chuckle· win a bog
fries .
Make us lough -win a
breakfas t.
6 p . m .·9 p .m .
"Rumbl es in tummy .
chills up th e bock?
Run to McDonald's.
lr's a Big Moe attock !"

18

HULA HOOP NIGHT

"The Inleiligence of a child
i, omaling to s •• .
Give him a c.hoic.e, and
Mc.Donald', it will b • . "

"At a loss for word.s and
butterflies qu icken ,
Toke her to McDonald 's for
a hot McCh icken ."

1 hoop· win a bag of fries .
3 hoops · win a burger .
Senror (jlilen , 1 hoop· win
a breakfast.
6 p .m .·9 p .m .
"An Egg McMuffin a day ,
keeps the grumpies away ."

notify the sheriff? "
Archie : He's the one lhal
look Itt "

"Candlelights, tablecloths .
soft music , you 're on your
own ."
6 p . m .,9 p .m .
"Shy and nervous . don 'I
know what to do ,
Ask he r to McDonald·s.

27

Margo ret (Oak Meadow's
Famous Ch.f): '" can't
imagine unless its because
you have the plole he
usually eats fro m !"

Annette (aruso : (At
concert) "What's Ihat book
Ihe conductor keeps
look ing at?"
Tom Reuss : "That's the
score of .h e averl ure ."
Annette: "Who's winning?"

"/0
;0 I '-""-( ""
~ 6) ..1(- _ . ___
.../-"'t- . /f1V"".'

Righi answer wins a
breakfas t.
An swer _ _ _ _ __
Name ~~____~____
Hand to mgr . win a
breakfast.

Judge Mayberry : "You soy
il was n ight time. you were
01 least S blocks away and
you sti ll soy you sow Ihe
defendant shoot Mr .
Sherk Ie? How for can you
Soroh Pr.slon : "Good . now
see at n ight? "
you won', hOlle to call the
doctor every ,ime you f•• 1 Joy Van Nostrand : " I don ',
know
. How for is Ihe
sick ,"

Nick Pres ton : ·· Dorl ing . I' ve
iMured myself for 5200.000
so if anylhing happens ,
you' II be provided lor ."

WE'll IE OPEN FOR
BREAKFAST ANO LUNCH!

! ' (. ,

Terry Harris ; "Why do.s
your dog sit Ihere and
watch me eat?"

SECRET ARIES

HULA HOOP N1GH.T 26
1 hoop·win a bog of fries ,
3 hoops · win a burger .
Senior Citizen . 1 hoop-win
a breakfas t.
6 p .m .·9 p .m .
"Naliee a child who wonts

'.j

Arch ie (GA No . 110): "A
man look my car'"
8111 (GA No . 111 ): "Did you

1

01

LAUGH NIGHT t
25
Lough for 30 seconds ·
win a bog of fries .
Lough for a minute·
win a burger .
6 p ,m .-9 p .m .

"Seals for 144 romant ics.
No reservations .
6 p . m .·9 p .m .

.. .

. , .. -.-.-'.

~.,. " Of;"~

-· , , · - . '- ' ..

·.1~ ;.. f·~~~.t~U·'fUJ.) ~

MEN 'S HOME GAMES
Soccer-Nov. 1. UMKC·l:30; Nov . IS , SWMS· l :30·
(McOOf\ald's Side Kick Soc:cN orior to gafT'e. )
Foolball - Nov . 8, SEMS (University Day). I·: 3O
Basketball- Nov . 25 , Wes'f'I!inister ...£~«!ge.7 : 30 p .m ,

*MCDONALDS ANNUAL SHOUT OUT
HALF TIME . Nov.2S, 1980
Part ici pants s elected from audience .
4 Attempts . Make Mldcourt- win .so Big Mocs , make
top of Ihe key - win 15 Big Mau , Make free
throw- win 10 burgen , make loy· up win 2 burgers .

WOMEN'S HOME GAMES
Ba sketball -Nov . IS , Culver Stockton College-7 :30
p . m .: Nov . 24 , SEMS Univenlty. 7:30 p .m .

SECRET ARIES CORNER
The next meeling of the Rollo area chapter NSA
be on Tuesday , Nov. II , at McDonald's in Rollo .
Guests welcome ! Rollo area call Barba ro 341·4147 ,
SI . Robert .Woynesville area call Sheil a 368·1201 .

SECRETARY OF THE MONTH
Gall French
FOR GRADE SCHOOL AND JR. HIGH
"At what lime of doy was Adorn created?"
An.wer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Nom. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~--

Fill out and gi..,e

to

manager -win a bog of fries .

l ' .... .;::t>.f!j~~ l.~-;OJ~.;:,,: ;\,.~.c: -: . ..... _; ..
~ ,,~,,"~f,;i'.1.~.::

... .. • ... ! .. f .. , - . . .. . ... ..

..

...
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Bill and Joe kidnapped from AI Oakes
By BOB KOENIG
BILL MINER

Wake up and open this
door you stupid bastard. I've
had enough of this shit! I
Bills frantic attempt to wake
AI were met with cries of
protest of surrounding Phi
Saps "Shut up you moron,
damit what time Is It, who
the hell Is that." After five or
ten minutes of frantic
pounding AI Oakes finally
managed to open the door. AI
was twisted, twisted beyond
belief. HIs eyes were nearly
swollen shut and his body
was
ravaged
by
debaucheries, debaucheries
financed
through
Bills
continual pain. Bill was fed
up and rightfully so.

gripe?" "As If you didn't
know. Mister big shot hack
writer
and
amateur
gynecologist, I'm tired of
being used to support your
filthy habits. Joe and I
thought our trouble were
over when that other Idiot
quit the paper. But no, If
there's a fast dollar to be
made at the expense of a
helpless
person
some
bastard will come along and
grab it. I'm a normal human
being I want to graduate. I
want to go out with a girl
with an I.Q . of above fifteen.
I have feelings. I want to
grow and mature, but year
after year I'm hauled out to
do the same stupid things.
Drop the same stupid
classes. When will it end.
When will I be free? "
Bill was running out of

AI was twisted, twisted beyond belief. His eyes
were nearly swollen shut and his body was
ravaged by debaucheries, debaucheries
financed through Bill's continual pain.
"What the hell do you want
at this time of the morning,"
asked
AI.
"Justice!",
screamed Bill, "I'm tired of
taking all the shit you hand
out and getting nothing In
return." "AI if you don't shut
that guy up a fine Is the least
of the things you're going to
be hit with," drifted out from
next door.
"Quiet down and get inside
here."
"You can't shut me up,"
screamed Bill, "I will be
heard no matter what you
say." Thoughls of Schuman
Pond however motivated
him to enter the room and
allow AI to close the door.
" Okay Bill what's the

steam, fast. The orJy thing
that had kept him going thus
far was the lear on AI's face
and the encouragement of
AI's sarcastic laughter.
"Bill you're a fool! There's
no way your ever going to
get out of this place unless
you stick with me and thats
final. I'l! do what I want with
you, when I want and you'll

Faulkner's Beverage &
Mini M~rt
Rolla's Coldest Beer
Gas-Ice--Wines
1808 N. Bishop

364·6762

COSMOS
by Carl Sagan
Carl Sagan once
again
demonstrates his
ability to make
science both
comprehe ns ible
and exciting in
C o s mos , th e
l av i s hl yillustrated story
of 15 billion
years of life .Based on Sagan's
13-part television
series. Random
House.

1328 Forum Drive Rolla, Mo.
. (314) 364-5432

like it."
"No way shit face I've
heard those promises before.
That's what the last guy
said."
"Listen Bill I'm tired now
you shut your ass up and get
out of here or I'm going to
bring back Boom-Boom and
give her three kinds of
clapl"
JOE MINER
Joe was puzzled. Why In
the world had Bill called him
up and asked him to meet
him at 209? They hadn't
talked to each other since
that water fight some
months ago, and it just made
no sense!
Just then Bill walked In
and came over to Joe's table.
Bill had on a trench coat and
dark glasses. When he took
off the glasses his eyes
looked like two plates of
AIex's Greek Spaghetti.
"Joe, we've got to talk. It's
time for things to change,
and the only way that's going
to happen is if we work
together."
"Bill, what In God's name
are you talking about?"
"AI, of course. He's been
pushing us around for too
long. It's time we pushed
back. Oh sure it hasn't been
that rough on you. You
haven't got half the women
on campus trying to castrate
you, and you don't have to
write those stupid Bob
Koenig articles. All you've
got to do is flunk out of school
and payoff a few gambling

debts! "
"Walt a minute, fellow.
You think I like putting up
with all that shit from my
fraternity brothers. Do you
suppose I like being an uncontrollable drunk? You've
got it tough. Bull shit I I "
"Okay, okay let's not fight.
That's the way AI's been
controlling us all this time.
We've got to work together If
we're going to beat this
rap."
"Alright, Bill. I buy that,
but what can we do? Face It,
he's got us over a barrel."
"Easy, we kill the bastard.
Sure, maybe they'll just send
somebody to take his place,
but let four or five of them
disappear, then we'll see
who they can get to write us.
Then you'll see what kind of
treatment we get. "
"Wait a minute, Bill, let's
not get carried away. Sure
things are bad, but surely
there has got to be another
way. Maybe we could talk to
him. "
" I've tried that. He just

laughed at me. I tell you
there's no other way we've
got to kill him, and we've got
to kill him soon. If he finds
out what we're up to he can
destroy us with a flick of his
penl "
"Okay, quiet down. People
are starting to stare. Now
suppose, just suppose I was
willing to go along with this
crazy scheme. Just how
would we go about it?"
" Well, Joe, I've been
studying his habits and
believe you me It's been a
pretty gory job. At first I

thought we could run him
down outside Mark Twain
elementary school trying to
pick up girls but we'd
probably end up doing away
with some Innocent fourthgrader that was In his
clutches.
The only other pattern to
his behavior Is that every
Monday nlght he sits down
and does perverted things to
us while watching football.
So I figure : we get some
plastic explosives, and just
as Roger Staubraln unloads
alongone ...

Nobuko's Hair
Boutique

Design cut & specializing in easy care hairstyles
for guys and gals by

N obuko, Peggi, or Sandal
Give Student Discounts.
Full line of hair care services.
Mon.-Sat. 9-5 daily

1203 Forum Dr. Rolla 341-3800
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wi Ige. coke
your choice of bread!
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$
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How to stretch your
college dollars.
You don 't have to be a math genius to figure it out. Basic money
management and careful budgeting are two very effective ways to
keep from feeling the pinch when money gets tight. And we'll tell
you how to do just that, and more, in our next issue of
" Insider," the free supplement to your college
newspaperfrom Ford .
.
We'l! explain how to meet the high cost of tuition
through scholarships and student loans. We'll set
up guidelines for developing your own
personal finance system . .. like custom
tailoring a budget ... choosing and
maintaining a checking account
.. . and obtaining and using
credit wisely. And we'll
offer tips on how to

st ick to those budgets.
With info on where to
live, and how to get th e best
buys on food, entertai nment,
cl oth ing, trave l, textbooks,
stereos, and more. Then we'll tell
you how to be sure you're getti ng what
you pay for. And how to complain when
you don 't.
Check it out. You 'lI find so me great tips on how
to stretch your co llege dollars . And who knows.
you may eve n discover being frugal can be fun !
Al so be su re to check out Ford's exciting new 1981
lineup, includ ing Escort. The front-wheel drive car th at's
bu ilt to take on the world. With Escort you 'll find some great
ways to multiply your fun .

Look for "Insider"-Ford's
continuing series of college
newspaper supplements.

FORD
FORD DIVISION

~

-
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............---------------------~
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I~n aide I must find, a man ofmv kind I I
conqu'ring
prelale
A
surveyed his estale
rubbing his hands with
glee.
"An alde I must find, a
man of my kind
Who'll keep all the natives
nicely alIigned.
Someone as rotten as me,
as
Someone as rotlen as me."
On the door was a knock
and ent'ring in shock
came a slave, in obvious

distress.
"A man out here states
that he's one of the greats
who.se successes with
rebels the whole world
relales
and he says that his name
is Dudley, Dudley,
Name is Dudley Cress."
Then shoving aside the
slave in his stride
came a hun with an
ominous tread.
Tall as a spire, no voice
could be drier.

He sounded and looked like
a hitman for hire.
"You need me," he
sneered as he said, he said,
"You need me," he
sneered as he said.
"I freely admit I'm the
world's hottest shit,
my credentials are bound
to impress.
I puU wings off of birds, I
feed orphans on turds, .
When I kick them my

fabulous super
Magnificent Dudley Cress.
The sov'rein did smile and
pondered a while
the fale of his doWDtrodden lands.
It soon became plain that
between them their reign
would subjugale everyone
in that domain.
He'd crush them between
his two hands, his hands,
He'd crush them between
his two hands.
"From the look of you man
I would guess that you can

find original ways to opleaders' inlent.
press. "
Life became dismal and
Said the giant, "You'D see,
bleak, so bleak.
you can leave it to me
Life became dismal and
to clear you a path that is
bleak.
totally free
Out of mis'ry forlorn a
or my name isn't Dudley
hero was born,
Dudley, Dudley,
' o n e whose name all would
name isn't Dudley Cress.
soon bless.
A bargain was struck and
"I'm Alfred the Rough,
the peasants' bad luck soon
I'm brave and I'm tough,
climbed to an unheard of
and I think that we all have
peak.
had more than enough
Their Freedom was spent
of this lerrible tyrant
and winter's discontent
Dudley, Dudley,
was total, as was their
lerrible Dudley Cress ...
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1980-81 ENGINEER GRADUATES

IWomens
Lib
Motto"
A young couple just
married were in their
honeymoon suite on their
wedding night. As they
undressed for .bed, the
husband, who was a big
burly bruiser, tossed his
pants to his bride and said,
" Here, put these on." She
put them on and the waist
was twice the size of her
body. "I can't wear your
pants," she said. That's
right said the husband, and
don't you forget it. I'm the
man who wears the pants in
this family!
With that she flipped him
her panties and said, "Try
these on." He tried them on
and found he could oniy get
them on as far as his knee
cap. He said, "HeD, I can't
get into your pants." She
said, "That's right, and
that's the way it's going to
be until your goddamn attitude changes! ..

You've worked hard for
four years. Now Aramco
offers big rewards.
Interviews here
November 12.
Jon . 12· 1

Jon . 5· 10.

SKI ASPEN /SNOWMASS

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

6 days / 5 nights in a lu x urious Snowmass condo with

kilchen and fireplace
3 days lills at Aspen Highlands
3 days sk i renla I
Discounled addilional days
Free ski party
Free mountain picnic
Optional air or bus transportation

$189

per person

Charter bus option $79

FOR MORE INFORMATION CAll :

SIeve Fischer . 341 ·30.62
(limiled space available.
so hurry )

More money. Unparalleled professional
experience. Career advancement opportunities. World's largest oil producer offers them all. Aramco interviews here
November U for unique management
training positions.
Only a few years from now, some of
the 1980-81 graduate engineers we interview will very likely be key managers
helping run the world's largest oilproducing company, Aramco.
We are engaged in virtually every phase
of energy industry development in Saudi
Arabia: exploration, drilling, refining,
shipping, gas gathering, pipelining and terminaling. And many support industries too:
electric utilities, EDP, communications,
and industrial/residential construction.
Our history of success has been built on
our people. And our successful future still
depends on a special breed of professional
who is willing to join the Aramco teamenergetic, effective, eager to meet the
Aramco challenge.
I f you belong to this special group, we
would like to talk to you about our unique
three-year management training program
in Saudi Arabia. We have opportunities
for individuals with B.S. and M.S. degrees
in the following areas:

•
•
•
•
•

Petroleum Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Material Science/ Metallurgy

Aramco offers an exceedingly attractive
starting salary that's competitive with top
U.S. firms. We compensate you for overseas cost-of-living differences. There also
is a generous premium for overseas employment that is tax-protected.
Besides the attractive financiaipackage,
Aramco offers an outstanding combination of benefits, including comfortable
housing, abundant recreation, and 40
days' paid vacation every 12 V, months,
time enough to travel to places in Africa,
Asia and Europe that most people only
dream about.
Interested? Sign up now at the placement
center for your interview with Aramco's
representative. If you can't make the interview, you can still learn more about
these jobs by calling, (713) 651-4126. Or
send your resume, in confidence, to:
Aramco Services Company, Department
UOM 1I0680RASA, 1100 Milam Building,
Houston, Texas 77002.
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122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.·2 P.M.

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364·2669 or 364·9878

this

last Wee
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Alex Pizza Palace
-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
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fourth st

CHATJ~GE BYCHOlCE

ARAMCO
SERVICES COMPANY
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Miners to do battle with Indians
By DAVE ROBERTS
The Southeast MIssouri
State Indians will be the next
In line to try and knock the
UMR Miners from the ranks
of the unbeaten.
UMR, idle last week, will
play host to the Indians at
1:30 p.m. Saturday at
Jackllng Field on University
Day. The Miners are 8-0
overa11 and 4-0 In MIAA play.
Miner head coach Charlie

Finley is glad to have
Southeast visiting Rolla this
year. "Before last year, I
don't think we .had won In
Cape (Glrardeau)1n about 20
years," Finley said. " I think
it will be a good game
Saturday."
The
Miners
clipped
Southeast In a 9-7battle last
year and the UMR-Southeast
clash is almost always exciting.
This season Southeast has

been disappointing. The
Indians were picked to win
the MIAA In a pre-season
poll . by the league's head
coaches but haven't come
close to living up to those
expectations. Southeast Is 36 overall and evened its
conference record at 2-2 with
a 23-19 victory over Northwest Missouri State last
week.
Finley was one of the
coaches
who
. picked

Southeast to finished atop
the conference and still has a
lot of respect for them.
"I stili feel like they have
fine personnel," he said. "I
picked them to win the
league and I haven't seen
anything that would make
me change my mind about
them. They're a much better
team than their record
shows. They played a tough
non-conference schedule and
had some tough games in the
conference. "
Southeast has a potent
offense. The Indians rank
second to UMR In total offense, a,veraglng 311.4 yards
a game.
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Leading
the
Indian
rushing attack is junior
taiJback Ernest Edwards.
Edwards is currently the
MIAA's top runner with 591
yards. He finished second in
the league In rushing last
season with 960 yards.
But Edwards will have his
hands fu\1. The Miners have
had a knack of giving 100yard-a-game rushers fits
this year. UMR leads the
nation In rushing defense,
a110wlng just 35.2 yards a
game on the ground.
UMR has a commanding
lead In rushing defense In the
conference. The Miners have
a110wed 282 net yards
rushing compared to second
place Southeast's 1,121
yards. The Miners have
a110wed only three rushing
touchdowns.

A Miner receiver catches what turned out to be the winning touchdown in the SMSU game. Tbe Miners hope to make their record !HI
this week as they take on SEMO Saturday at 1: 30.
(Photo by Geiseke)

The
Southeast
quarterbacking duties have been
split between junior Joe
Young and senior Scott

Mosley. Both have played In
all nine of the Indians' .
games and both are completing around 50 percent of
thetr
passes.
Together
Young and Mosley have
thrown
ten
touchdown
passes.
"They pass a lot and use
quite a few receivers,"
Finley said. "They got some
pretty good quarterbacks In
Mosley and Young. "
UMR senior Craig Heath
won 't be chasing down the
Southeast duo's passes
Saturday. The two timea11MIAA cornerback who has
started In the Miner
defensive backfield four
years has been moved to
offense to shore up an Injury
riddled receiving corps. He
will start at flanker against
the Indians.
"We've already. moved
Heath to flanker, " Finley

The UMR waterpolo team
traveled to SIU-Carbondale
last weekend to participate
In the Mississippi Va11ey
Conference Championships.
UMR won the tournament
with ease. This Is thetr
fourth straight year as
conference champiOns, and

fered a defeat to UMR, 15-8.
It was evidently an easy
weekend for water polo.
Individual statistics were
quite Impressive.
This was just a taste of
what they'll be hit with this
coming
Weekend.
The
quality of play this weekend
must be at its peak. UMR is

-209 TAVERN
Come in and have a burger and a beer
before the game! Everyone welcome!

cha11englng
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the college plan from
Fidelity Union Life
is the most accepted.
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life insurance progra m
on campuses a ll over
Ameri ca .
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Junior fullback David
Fischer was expected to
miss· the rest of the season
with broken ribs but he will
be In uniform Saturday.
Finley said Fischer will
wear a flak jacket to protect
the ribs.

!...

Athlete of the week
This
week's
M-Club
Athlete of the Week is Jim
Whetsel of the UMR Soccer
Team. Jim is a senior center
back and a11 season had the
unglamorous job of covering
the opposing team 's leading
scorer. This was a big job

!

with the schedule that the
soccer team has had this
year. He also scored his first
goal of the year In this past
week's 5-{) thrashing of
UMKC.
Congratulations,
Jim.

- - - - - - - - - - . COUPON - - - - - - - - - - .

4~~"!~

Tankmen win MVC Crown
as a result, another flag is to
be hung from the ceiling of
the pool proclaiming the
viCtory. It's a shame there's
no good competition In the
conference.
In their first game, UMR
defeated SIU-Carbondale,
23-7. They then downed
~9.
FIna11y,
SErdO,
Arkansas-Little Rock suf-

The week layoff a110wed
the Miner injuries to heal but
F inley isn't sure how it will
effect his team's play. " We
haven't had an open date this
late In the season In several
years," Finley said. "But I
don't think the week off will
hurt."

M-Club

Fourth straight year--

By PAUL GLADIS

said. " If we had an Injury In
the secondary, . he would
move back. But as of now he
is an offensive player."
Heath has been bothered a11
season with a groin Injury
and the coaching 'staff feels
playing offense will bother
him less. Taking his place at
cornerback is sophomore
Randy Hauser.

268
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All The
Chicken & Fries
you can eat.
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Includes roll & cole slaw.
Expires Nov. 13, 1980
Sun. thru Thurs. 6-11
Fri. & Sat. 6- 12
__________ NOdnO) - - - - - - - - - -
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SMS wins MIAA championship
By JOHN DANIEL
Southwest Missouri WOlI
the MIAA Conference Cross
Country Meet In Cape
Girardeau last weekend. The
harriers from Springfield
placed five runners among
the top ten finishers to clatm
the championship for the
fifth time In the last six
years.
Southwest finished with 32
points while Central took

second with 67. Southeast
was expected to challenge
for the team ti tle and In the
top ten, but had to settle for
71 points and a disappointing
third place when their
season number two and
four runners finished well
back In the pack.
Northwest claimed 89
points to. take fourth place
and the Miners finished fifth
with 133 points. Northeast
finished with 146 points and

Rifle team
opens season
SUBMITI'ED BY ROTC

I,

The UMR Rifle Team
hosted
a
shoulder-toshoulder
match
with
Missouri Southern State
College, Southwest Missouri
State
University,
and
Kemper Military College
this past weekend: SMSU
took first place with a 2,048,
second was MSSC with 1,978,
third Kemper with 1,964 and
UMR finished fourth and
fifth with 1,940 and 1,900,
respectively. FirIng for
UMR on the first team were
Gary Shrewsberry, Robin
Thompson, Craig Beck and

Lincoln finished last with 175
points.
Individual honors went to
Central's All-American, and
possible national champion,
Mark
Curp.
Lincoln's
Michael Lamb claimed
second place while third
through tenth place all went
to runners from Southwest
and Southeast.
The top three teams
along with the top three
individuals not on one of the
.first three teams <J!lallfled
for the NCAA Division II
Meet in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Freshman Jim Bullard led
the Miners with a 16th place
finish , just 17 seconds away
from the last national

qualifier.
Senior Brent
Haefner completed his fine
career for the Miners with a
20th place finish. Freshmen
Kevin Stock and Dan Marley
finished next for the Miners,
and were followed by
sophomore David Moore.
With three freshmen and a
sophomore finishing on the
top five for the Miners, the
harriers have plenty to look
forward to. This year the
Miners took second in their
own Miner Invitational and
then won the UMR Invitationallater In the season.
With a strong squad returning, the Miners can expect
to have another successful
season next fall.
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Fashion Boutiques
BE INDEPENDENT!
Own a Western Wear Store and capitalize on the hottest fashion
trend for men and women. Now you can have your own extremely
profit able business featuring western shirts, hats, belts, and
buckles. jeans. boots. etc. by more than 150 famous names such
as ...Levi's. Wrangler. Lee, Ca lvin Klein, Acme, Dingo, H·Bar·C
and Rockmount Ranchwea r. Inventory, Fixtures, Supplies. Train·
ing plus an exciting Grand Opening can be yours for only $19.500.
Complete. For full details ca ll Mr. Courtney. 9041733·6959 COL·
LECT.
.

For professionals at NSA contribute to the dual
Mathematks: You'll work on diverre
missions of foreign intelligence production and
Agency problems applying a variety of mathematical
communications security.
disciplines. Specific assignments might include solv·
Our Electronic Engineers, Computer Scientists ing communications-related problems, performing
and Mathematicians are working wi th sy.;tems at the long-range mathematical research or evaluating
cuning edge of techno log)'
new techniques for communications security.
Career opportunities and challenge await you
NSA also offers a salary and benefit program
in any of these NSAcareer fields.
that's truly competitive with private industry. There
Electronic Engineering: There are op· are assignments for lhose who wish to travel and
portunities in a variety of research and development abundant good living in the Baltimore·Washington
projects ranging from individual equipments to very area for those who wish to stay close to home.
complex interactive sy.;tems involving large numbers
Countless cultural, historical, recreational
of microprocessors. mini·computers and computer and educational opportunities are just minutes away
gT'dphics. Professional growth is enhanced through from NSA's convenient suburban location.
At NSAyour future will be linked to the
interaction with highly experienced NSA profession·
als and through contacts in the industrial and aca- nation's. The vital role that the National Security
demic worlds. Facilities for engineering analysis a~d Agency plays demands and ensures constant chal·
design automalion are among the best available.! .,Ienge and professional growtb.
Computer Science: At NSAyou'1I disc01r " , 1b find out more about NSA career oppor·
one of the largest computer installations in the worl\! tunities, schedule an interview through your college
with almost every major vendor of computer equiJ>- placement office. For additional information on the
ment represented. NSAcareers provide mixtures of \ National Security Agency, fill in the information
such disciplines as systems analysis and design,
SCientific applications programming, data base
\
management sy.;tems, operating sy.;tems, computer \
,
networking/secUrity, and graphics.
i
\
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Ozark Silver

The Miner riflers will be
traveling to Lexington and
Richmond, Kentucky, and
Cincinnati, Ohio, this coming
weekend to fire three
matches. These matches are
some of the largest In the
nation with teams attending
from as far away as Alaska.
Competition promises to be
fierce, but the MIners hope
to redeem themselves after
!heir upset last weekend.
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The career decision you make today
could influence national security tomorrow.

SPORTsho-p

1200 Pine

JI

Class Rings
Wedding
Bands

F r ank Wirtz. The second
team consisted of Greg
Hardy, Chuck Skinner, Tom
Roseman
and
Chuck
Lechner.
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Converse
Tennis
Shoes
Selected
Group of
T·Shirts
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WANTED:

wa

blank belowand send it to Mr. Bernard Norvell,
College Recruitment Manager, National Security
Agency, Ann: Office of Employment (M32R) , Fort
George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.
An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizen·
ship reqUired.
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More than just a career.
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